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litWelcome to My

Technology

We are the team of talented designers for making

websites and app development.



Websites Software Development

Application Development Digital Marketing

Our Beliefs and Strengths are - Teamwork, CommitmentAnd Professional Delivery. Mylit 

Tech is a GPS tracking system designed to track any type of objects. Mylit Tech also 

provides MLM Websites/Software, e-Commerce website, Mobile App and Digital 

Promotion.

Mylit Technology
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About Company
The only place success comes before work is our business development

At Mylit Tech, our mission is to help people grow their business, plain and simple. This is why millions of professionals in 

growing companies rely on Mylit Tech to acquire the knowledge they need to run and advance their businesses and careers.



OUR SERVICES

MLM Products
Mylit technology introducing product supply 

service for MLM Companies. Weoffer Products  

for MLM Companies including a wide range of 

Consumable Products. Bio-Health Products, 

Herbal Products, Home Appliances, Fashion 

Imitation Jewellery and Electronic Items.

Mobile Applications

Mobile Application is a signature statementof  

this era, you can never ignore the 

implications of mobile app. If you intend to 

make a dash for a new age face-lift to your  

business, our repertoire of mobile app 

development is at your service.

Digital Marketing

Weare top most digital marketing company in  

Ghaziabad who provides you different kinds of 

digital marketing services like search engine 

optimization. social media, email and sms 

marketing and many more.

Websites

We use both creativity and latest technology 

while designing the websites. It is valuable to 

remain up with these styles because a stylish 

and brand new website is helpful for your 

organization.We are a team of web designers  

and developers.

we always aim to offer you top quality software

solutions. Mylit Technology are among the best

companies for Software Development service. .

We have a sturdy team of software development

professionals who are known for their expertise.

Softwares



 Static Websites

 Dynamic Websites

 E-Commerce Websites

 MLM Websites

WEBSITES



Websites

Static web pages are often HTML documents stored as files in the file system and made available by the web server over

HTTP (nevertheless URLs ending with ".html" are not always static). However, loose interpretations of the term could include

web pages stored in a database, and could even include pages formatted using a template and served through an application

server, as long as the page served is unchanging and presented essentially as stored.

•Provide improved security over dynamic websites (dynamic websites are at risk to web shell attacks if a vulnerability is 

present)

• Fewer or no dependencies on systems such as databases or other application servers

• Cost savings from utilizing cloud storage, as opposed to a hosted environment

Static Websites



Websites

Dynamic Websites

Dynamic website designing required advanced and more complicated coding than static websites designing. The layout of the

pages and the content of the web pages are created separately. All the content is stored in a database. Words, numbers, and

images are stored as unique elements in the database and put together to be displayed on a page only if asked. This allows

you to provide individual information to the user and let them personalize the content according to their preferences.

Dynamic website designing helps you to add, edit, delete or modify your own content. 

Dynamic web development keeps your regular visitors coming back for a second look 

The Biggest advantage of Dynamic website designing in India is that it is very economical

•Provide improved security over dynamic websites (dynamic websites are at risk to web shell attacks

if a vulnerability is present)

•Fewer or no dependencies on systems such as databases or other application servers

•Cost savings from utilizing cloud storage, as opposed to a hosted environment



Websites

Ecommerce has completely revolutionized the process of online shopping and has transformed the way consumers purchase

their goods and services online. It helps buyers, sellers and end users to connect to each other irrespective of their

geographical presence and offers the right platform to endorse your goods and services online. Provide improved security over

dynamic websites (dynamic websites are at risk to web shell attacks if a vulnerability is present)

Low Financial Cost 

24/7 Potential Income 

Sell Internationally

•Provide improved security over dynamic websites (dynamic websites are at risk to web shell attacks

if a vulnerability is present)

•Fewer or no dependencies on systems such as databases or other application servers

•Cost savings from utilizing cloud storage, as opposed to a hosted environment

E-Commerce Websites



Mylit Technology

Websites

MLM Websites

Multi-level marketing (MLM) is a marketing strategy in which the sales force is compensated not only for sales they personally 

generate, but also for the sales of the other salespeople that they recruit. This recruited sales force is referred to as theparticipant’s 

“downline”, and can provide multiple levels of compensation. Other terms for MLM include pyramid selling, network marketing, and 

referral marketing.

User Friendly, reliable and easy to operate fully based on Web2.0 Standards.

Auto SMS Sending Facility after Registration, Payouts, Awards, Rewards. 

Fully Organized member and administration section / Module.

•Provide improved security over dynamic websites (dynamic websites are at risk to web shell attacks if a 

vulnerability is present)

• Fewer or no dependencies on systems such as databases or other application servers

• Cost savings from utilizing cloud storage, as opposed to a hosted environment



SOFTWARES

• Software is a set of instructions, data or programs used to operate co 
mputers and execute specific tasks. It is the opposite of hardware, whic 
h describes the physical aspects of a computer. Software is a generic term 
used to refer to applications, scripts and programs that run on a device. It c 
an be thought of as the variable part of a computer, while hardware is the i 
nvariable part.

• The two main categories of software are application software and system s
oftware. An application is software that fulfils a specific need or performs ta
sks. System software is designed to run a computer's hardware and provid
es a platform for applications to run on top of.

https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/system-software


 Binary MLM Software

 Matrix MLM Software

 Generation MLM Software

 Repurchase MLM software

 MLM Growth Plan Software

 Mobile Recharge Software

 Australian Binary Software

 Uni level MLM Software

 Crypto Currency System

 Crowd Funding MLM Plan

MLM SOFTWARES



MOBILE APPLICATIONS
We are a recognized company in the field of high quality Mobile App Development at affordable price. We develop both native as well as cross-platform 

Mobile apps for Android, iOS and Windows with full-fledged functionality. Except for gaming app, we develop all types of apps for various industry including 

E-Commerce, Education, News & Entertainment, Dealers & Distributors, Bespoke Apps etc. We are based in Ghaziabad and Noida region but we provide 

our services all over India with esteem clients in almost all major cities.

Mylit GPS Tracking
.

Rocks Food Delivery

Galli Kirana
.

Mylit School Bus

Tracking
.

Our Mobile Applications



DIGITAL MARKETING

Social Media Promotion

Social media is one of the most cost-efficient digital 

marketing methods used to syndicate content and 

increase your business' visibility. Implementing a social 

media strategy will greatly increase your brand 

recognition since you will be engaging with a broad 

audience of consumers.

• Create: Produce content and share it on social media.

•Amplify: Selectively promote your top content on social 

media.

• Tag: Build your remarketing audience by tagging site

visitors with a cookie.



GPS-Global Positioning System

We have a Team of highly Skilled professionals to research 

and innovate rigorously so as to provide contemporary 

technology to our customers which keeps them safe and feel 

confident on our seamless on the go services. We ensure 

that we will provide you with the best solution which will help 

you to track your cars , jeeps , trucks and your manpower in 

most unique and cost effective way with a click of a button 

from your office through your mobileAPP or the Desktop  

Panel .

Our Benefits

REAL TIME / LIVE TRACKING 

STOP YOUR VEHICLE BY BOTTON 

GEOFENCE AND LANDMARKS

POINT OF INTEREST

LIVE LOCATION SHARING



Ch. Chhabil Das Public School 
Ghaziabad

Jindal Public School

Schiller Sr. Sec. School

MR Proview Private Limited

Greater Noida Police

OUR CLIENTS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



CONTACT US

Call here

+91 9212540942

Visit us

www.mylittech.com

Address

309, III-Floor 

Durga Tower, RDC 

Ghaziabad 201002

.

http://www.mylittech.com/


THANK YOU


